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Abstract— Due to rapid growth in digital media, image processing become an important area of research. Image segmentation
is a part of image processing steps. With the improvement in computer processing and increasing demand of color images
segmentation is more concerned field of research. Although many segmentation techniques have been developed for image
segmentation. But still there is lack of general purpose segmentation. This project is based on histogram based approach for
segmenting the images. In order to segment the images multi threshold histogram are used. The color image will be coarsely
represented using several bins. Coarse representation uses the spatial information from a Histogram based windowing
process. K-Means is used to cluster the coarse image data.
Keywords— Histogram; image segmentation; Image segmenter; K-Mean.
I. INTRODUCTION
In image segmentation the digital images are partitioned into multiple regions. Each region may having different color, and
texture. Image segmentation may be done either in spatial domain or in transform domain. In this system segmentation based on
pixel domain approach are used. The result of image segmentation is either a set of regions that together cover up the entir e
image or a set of contours extracted from the image [1]. One direct way to segment an image is by applying an edge detection
technique, especially if the image consists of clear objects on a different intensity background. However, this method can fail, if
the image contains noise. It is usually necessary to conduct validation experiments so as to quantify the performance of a
segmentation technique. Although different types of image segmentations techniques are used. But there is no unique
segmentation technique exists for all images. Image Segmentation Techniques are broadly classified in following category as
shown in Figure 1.
i. Pixel based : In this process a digital image is segmented into multiple segments or groups of pixels, also known as
super pixels. Histogram based segmentation works in this category.
ii. Clustering Images can segmented based on their cluster. For designing cluster K-mean cluster, Fuzzy mean cluster etc
may be used.
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iii.
iv.

Edge based With this method, the edges which are detected in an image are assumed to represent object boundaries, and
used to identify these objects.
Region based Where an edge based technique may attempt to find the object boundaries and then locate the object itself
by fulfilling them in, a region based method takes the opposite approach Structural Segmentation Methods. These
methods utilize information about the structural features of the image to implement segmentation of the target image.
Some of the common structural methods include edge-detection, graph searching, deformable models, is on surface and
level set. We highlight some.

Figure 1 Types of Segmentation Techniques
Research work in image segmentation has been initiated in early 1990’s. The work reported by [1], Magnetic resonance (MR)
brain section images are segmented and then synthetically colored to give visual representations of the original data with three
approaches: the literal and approximate fuzzy c-means unsupervised clustering algorithms, and a supervised computational neural
network. Further in Viergever M. A and Lobregt S [3] a discrete dynamic model for defining contours in 2-D images is
developed. The structure of this model is a set of connected vertices. With a minimum of interaction, an initial contour model can
be defined, which is then automatically modified by an energy minimizing process. Pathak et. al [4], describe a new method of
assessing pubic arch interference (PAI) by detecting the pubic arch via image processing on the TRUS images. The PAI detection
(PAID) algorithm first uses a technique known as sticks to selectively enhance the contrast of linear features in ultrasound
images. Next, the enhanced image is thresholded via percentile thresholding. Finally, the authors fit a parabola (a model for the
pubic arch) recursively to the thresholded image. Their evaluation result from 15 cases indicates that the algorithm can
successfully detect the pubic arch with 90% accuracy. Further Pham et. al [5] presented a critical appraisal of the current status of
semi automated and automated methods for the segmentation of anatomical medical images. Terminology and important issues in
image segmentation are presented. Current segmentation approaches are then reviewed with an emphasis on the advantages and
disadvantages of these methods for medical imaging applications. Paragios et. al [8] proposed a new front propagation flow for
boundary extraction. The proposed framework is inspired by the geodesic active contour model and leads to a paradigm that is
relatively free from the initial curve position. Towards this end, it makes use of a recently introduced external boundary force, the
gradient vector field that refers to a spatial diffusion of the boundary information. Chunming Li et al[10] presented anew regionbased active contour model that draws upon intensity information in local regions at a convenient scale to segment images with
various intensity, and has advantageous performance for images with weak object limits. To ensure exact computation and avoid
expensive repeated initialization procedures in promptness of the level set function, the authors succeed by introducing the level
set regularization term in the proposed level set formulation. Bovenkamp et al [11] aimed to found whether it is possible to get
more accurate, reproducible results in an professional manner with only a limited set of high-level user communications.
Srinivasa, G et al [12] proposed an active mask algorithm for the segmentation of fluorescence microscope images of punctuate
patterns. In order to develop this algorithm, Srinivasa, G et al [12] considered active-contour methods for their flexibility, multi
resolution methods due to their magnitude speed, multi scale methods by considering their efficiency in smoothing, and regiongrowing methods for their statistical modeling. Wenxian Yang et al[13] proposed a constrained random walks algorithm that
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facilitates the use of three types of user inputs: 1) foreground and background seed input, 2) soft constraint input, and 3) hard
constraint input, as well as their combinations. To support the context of their research model WenxianYang et al[13] argued that
one common fault in the existing interactive image segmentation algorithms is the lack of more intellectual ways to understand
the intention of user inputs. Ping-Feng Chen et al[14] proposed a novel model to jointly segment and register objects of interest in
layered images. Since the Layered images refer to imageries taken from different perspectives and possibly by different sensors,
the registration and segmentation are therefore the two main tasks which contribute to the bottom level, data alignment, of the
multi sensor data fusion hierarchical structures.
Figueiredo et al[15] proposal expected to introduce a variation image segmentation method for assess the aberrant crypt foci
(ACF) in the person colon captured in vivo by endoscopy. The proposed segmentation technique enhanced the active contours
without edges model of Chan and Vese to account forthe ACF's particular structure. Level sets to represent the segmentation
boundaries and discretize in space by finite elements and in (artificial) time by fixed difference sare employed. Yazdanpanah et al
[16] presented a semi-automated segmentation algorithm to detect intra-retinal layers inOCT images acquired from rodent models
of retinal degeneration. The proposed segmentation technique was adapted Chan-Vese's energy-minimizing active contours
without edges for the OCT images, which inturn suffered from low contrast and were highly tarnished by noise. Further Dana et.
al. [17] the adaptive integration of the colour and texture attributes in the development of complex image descriptors is
highlighted. The substantial interest shown by the research community in colour–texture-based segmentation is mainly motivated
by two factors. Delu Zeng et al[18] considered the task of object segmentation and achieve in a novel manner that backed by the
Poincar map method in a defined vector field in view of dynamical systems. n interpolated swirl and attract flow (
F) vector
field is first generated for the observed image. Then, the states on the limit cycles. In Nguyen, et. al [19] proposed a robust and
accurate interactive method based on the recently developed continuous-domain convex active contour model. The proposed
method exhibits many desirable properties of an effective interactive image segmentation algorithm, including robustness to user
inputs and different initializations, the ability to produce a smooth and accurate boundary contour, and the ability to handle
topology changes. Experimental results on a benchmark data set show that the proposed tool is highly effective and outperforms
the state-of-the-art interactive image segmentation algorithms.
Based on these literature survey it is clear that no single algorithm can be considered good for all applications and all images
[1-21]. Segmentation methods used for color images can be divided into two main categories: feature-space based techniques
(clustering methods and histogram multi-thresholding, and image-domain based techniques. The latter are further divided into
pixel-similarity based algorithms and pixel-difference based algorithms. Image-domain based techniques exploit the pixel context
interaction which increase computational complexity.
Rest of paper organized as section II represents detailed methodology and experimental results and finally section III concludes
the paper.
II.

METHODOLOGY USED

in this experiments segmentation based on color thresholder and Image segmenters are used. The detailed description of these
techniques are described in [22] .
A.

A Image Segmentation Using the Color Thesholder

The Color Thresholder applications lets us threshold color images by manipulating the color components of these images, based
on different color spaces. Using this app, we can create a segmentation mask for a color image.
B. Image Segmenter
The Image Segmenter app lets you segment an image using the active contours algorithm. Using this app, you first create an
initial segmentation that defines seed locations and then segment the image iteratively. The image segmenter applications works
based on region based active contour and edge based geodestic active contour techniques. The experiment is performed in
MATLAB 2015 using these toolboxes and programming. The performance of these techniques are compared with various
images. For testing a standard images are used like lena.jpg, baboon.jpg, cameraman.jpg etc. The techniques are also verified on
medical images. The detailed results are shown in Table 1.
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Sl. No.

Table 1 Results of Histogram based image segmentation
Input Image
Segmented Image

1

2

3

The result obtained from color thresholding is shown in
Figure 2- 3

Figure 2 Color segmentation of images.

Figure 3 Results of highlighted portion
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The result obtained from image segmenter is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4 Region based segmentation having threshold 150.
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper an unsupervised image segmentation strategy based on histogram, color thresholding, and image segmenter has been
performed. The main colclusion drawn from this thesis is highlighted below: An exhaustive analysis of image segmentation
techniques has been carried out. Main strategies perform the various combinations have been identified and a classification of
these has been proposed. The following segmentation methods of pixel based, edge based and region based methods of image
segmentation has been discussed. This systematic comparison study is helpful for individual researchers to do research in the
ground of image segmentation. These Image segmentation techniques are extremely efficient particularly, graph based image
segmentation methods which comes under the third category i.e., region based methods. Medical image processing is one of the
main dynamic research topics in image processing. Most modern research in image segmentation has tinted the potential of graph
based techniques for medical applications. In order to implement graph theory in image segmentation professionally in particular
in medical image processing we need to set up implementation between mathematical outstanding junior scientists and biological
scientists, and describe the sketch to build up the new tools on this domain. The motivation should be on the study of properties of
Euler graphs, minimal spanning trees, Fuzzy graphs, shortest paths trees, minimal cuts and Normalized cuts and we re-examine
these ideas for image segmentation purposes. From this comparison study we conclude that there is no universal segmentation
method that can be executed for all types of images, but a number of techniques do healthier than others for particular types of
images representative better performance can be attained by selecting appropriate algorithm or combination of suitable
techniques.
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